1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

The assembly of three-dimensional multicellular structures is a central theme in biology, from embryology to cancer \[[@RSIF20140400C1],[@RSIF20140400C2]\]. In general, this process is believed to be controlled by an interplay between mechanical forces between cells and their surrounding matrix \[[@RSIF20140400C3],[@RSIF20140400C4]\], regulated cell growth (death and differentiation) \[[@RSIF20140400C5]--[@RSIF20140400C7]\], biochemical interactions between cells \[[@RSIF20140400C8]\] and with the matrix \[[@RSIF20140400C9]\] and cell migration \[[@RSIF20140400C10]\]. However, dissecting the individual roles played by each of these factors remains largely an open challenge. Even from a purely mechanical point of view, our understanding of the forces exerted between cells, and between cells and their environment, remains limited.

An important stage in many multicellular developmental processes is the transition from two-dimensional to three-dimensional growth \[[@RSIF20140400C1]\]. Examples include eye formation in vertebrates, which begins as a 'bulge' protruding from the surface of the ventrolateral forebrain \[[@RSIF20140400C11]\], and invasion of neighbouring tissues by skin cancer cells, initially confined to two dimensions by the basal membrane \[[@RSIF20140400C2]\]. For some bacteria, an important transition from two- to three-dimensional growth occurs in biofilms which form on surfaces such as water pipes \[[@RSIF20140400C12]\], or teeth as well as in softer environments such as the skin \[[@RSIF20140400C13]\] or in foods \[[@RSIF20140400C14]\], and which are implicated in a variety of human pathologies \[[@RSIF20140400C15]\]. In the laboratory, bacterial microcolonies are often grown trapped between a soft agarose pad and a glass slide, in order to investigate gene regulatory and physiological processes at the single-cell level \[[@RSIF20140400C16]\]. In these experiments, even for bacterial strains that do not form biofilms with extracellular matrices, cells initially grow in two dimensions, but eventually invade the agarose to form multiple layers, hindering the tracking of individual cells. It is likely that a similar transition occurs in clinically relevant bacterial biofilms growing at the interface between hard and soft materials such as surgical implants or catheters surrounded by tissue \[[@RSIF20140400C17]\].

In this work, we investigate the role of mechanical forces in the transition from two- to three-dimensional growth for *Escherichia coli* bacteria sandwiched between a glass slide and an agarose gel ([figure 1](#RSIF20140400F1){ref-type="fig"}), using experiments, phenomenological theory and computer simulations. Under these conditions, bacteria proliferate to form microcolonies, which are initially confined to the surface of the agarose, but eventually invade the agarose to form a three-dimensional community. In these microcolonies, the cells do not demonstrate any active motility (such as swimming, swarming or gliding \[[@RSIF20140400C18],[@RSIF20140400C19]\]), but they do move owing to 'pushing' interactions with other cells as they proliferate. This system provides us a useful simple model for three-dimensional multicellular assembly, because relatively few factors are at play. We show that the elasticity of the substrate and of the bacteria (which are slightly compressed and bent by the interaction with the substrate) plays an important and non-trivial role in determining the colony size at which this transition happens. Our results can be explained purely by mechanical forces, with some simple assumptions about the nature of the friction between the bacteria and the agarose. Matching our simulations to our experimental data leads to predictions for the dependence of these forces on the agarose concentration. More generally, our work should lead to better understanding of the invasion of soft materials by bacteria, and shed light on how mechanical interactions between cells and their environment can lead to the emergence of complex three-dimensional structures. Figure 1.Experimental set-up. A thin slab of LB--agarose is confined between two microscope slides. The agarose contains a small number of polystyrene beads which act as spacers and ensure that the thickness of the agarose slab is constant at 500 μm. The bacteria are pipetted onto the top of the agarose before it is covered with the upper glass slide, and silicone grease is applied around the agarose to seal the sample. Zoomed-in region: illustration of the forces acting on the colony in our simulations. The microcolony is modelled as a flat disc of fixed height *d* and variable radius *R*, which is compressed vertically (force per unit colony area *f~z~*(*r*)) and radially (force per unit boundary area *f*~r*,*edge~) by the agarose, and radially by friction between the cells and the agarose (force per unit colony area *f*~r~(*r*)). (Online version in colour.)

2.. Material and methods {#s2}
========================

2.1.. Experimental methods {#s2a}
--------------------------

### 2.1.1.. Agarose preparation {#s2a1}

Agarose (Sigma-Aldrich, A9539) was mixed with Luria Bertani (LB) broth powder (Sigma-Aldrich, L3022, containing 10 g l^−1^ tryptone, 5 g l^−1^ yeast extract and 5 g l^−1^ NaCl) and water (to make a final LB powder concentration of 2 wt% and then autoclaved). This concentration of LB broth powder was chosen to maximize the growth rate of *E. coli*. Once the autoclaving cycle was complete, the agarose--LB mix was stirred for 1 h at 80°C, to ensure thorough mixing, and then stored at a temperature (≈50°C) that kept the solution in a liquid form. A range of different concentrations of agarose were explored, from 1.5 to 4 wt%: this is the widest possible range in these experiments, because, less than 1.5%, the agarose becomes too soft and the bacteria become motile, whereas, more than 4 wt%, the very high viscosity prevents sample preparation.

### 2.1.2.. Bacterial strain and growth conditions {#s2a2}

The fluorescently tagged *E. coli* K-12 strain BW25113 + PKK_PdnaA-GFP (which contains the gene for GFP under the control of the *dnaA* promoter on a plasmid) was grown overnight in 5 ml of LB supplemented with 5 µl of 100 mg ml^−1^ ampicillin (to make a final concentration 100 µg ml^−1^) at 37°C. The overnight culture was diluted into fresh LB at a ratio 1 : 300, 1 h before use; the bacteria were in exponential phase when the experiment commenced.

### 2.1.3.. Sample preparation {#s2a3}

Trace amounts of polystyrene beads of diameter 500 µm were mixed with the liquid agarose in an Eppendorf tube. One millilitre of this agarose--bead mixture was then pipetted onto a cover slide, compressed with a second cover slide and allowed to dry. A small section of this agarose was then cut and placed on a new microscope cover slide. The bacterial culture (2 µl; in exponential phase) was then pipetted onto the agarose in a single drop. The slide around the agarose was covered in silicone grease (to seal the sample), and a cover slide was placed on top. The sparse 500 µm beads act as spacers and ensure that the agarose layer between the coverslip and microscope slide remains of constant depth during the imaging process.

### 2.1.4.. Data collection {#s2a4}

The sample was imaged using a Leica SP5 confocal microscope, with an automated stage allowing for several microcolonies to be tracked over time. To obtain the area of the microcolony (which was measured at intervals of 1 min), the microscope\'s transmitted beam was recorded (equivalent to bright field imaging). In some experiments, to obtain three-dimensional images of the microcolony, the microscope was used in confocal mode in order to build up a *z*-stack ([figure 2](#RSIF20140400F2){ref-type="fig"}*a,b*). All experiments were performed at 37°C. Figure 2.The transition from two- to three-dimensional growth in *E. coli* microcolonies. (*a,b*) Confocal microscopy images from our experiments of a microcolony just before (*a*) and after (*b*) the invasion; the microcolony is shaded for depth, showing in dark where invasion has occurred. 'Up' in these images is the direction towards the agarose, consistent with the sketch of [figure 1](#RSIF20140400F1){ref-type="fig"}. (*c,d*) Simulations of a microcolony show the same phenomenon: snapshots of the *in silico* colony are shown before (*c*) and after (*d*) invasion; bacteria are shown in red if they have invaded the agarose. (*e*) An example of our experimental data for microcolony area as a function of time: the area first increases exponentially (straight segment of the plot), but upon invasion the observed area growth rate decreases. The solid line shows the best fit to the initial exponential growth phase, whereas the dashed line shows an exponential fit to the 'post-invasion' phase. The red vertical line indicates the invasion time, as determined by the best fit for the intersection of the solid and dashed lines (i.e. fitting with the two segments with a free crossover point). (*f*) The average microcolony doubling time (circles; left axis), obtained from the pre-invasion area growth rate, is unaffected by agarose concentration. The crosses (right axis) show the average eccentricity of microcolonies at buckling, showing that the colonies are fairly circular. Error bars are standard errors on the mean.

### 2.1.5.. Data analysis {#s2a5}

Each bright field image was analysed using custom scripts written in Matlab: a simple intensity threshold on the image was sufficient to distinguish the colony from the background, and hence the area and shape could be calculated; watershed filtering was used to segment individual cells in selected experiments.

### 2.1.6.. Detection of the invasion transition {#s2a6}

The time at which the microcolony invaded the agarose was identified by finding the discontinuity in its area growth rate ([figure 2](#RSIF20140400F2){ref-type="fig"}*e*), which was found (from our confocal images) to correspond to the moment at which the first cell escapes from the two-dimensional layer. The invasion transition can also be identified by eye in our brightfield images, but in these images a small shift in focus can prevent the first invading cell from being spotted immediately. Use of confocal imaging in all our experiments, while accurate, would have been much more resource intensive.

2.2.. Simulations {#s2b}
-----------------

### 2.2.1.. Individual-based model for elastic bacteria {#s2b1}

Our computer simulations were implemented in a purpose-written C++ program. Individual bacteria were modelled as elastic rods, represented by *n*~spheres~ = 8*--*16 overlapping spheres (with new spheres added as the rod grows), linked together via nonlinear springs, such that the rod dynamics was described by Euler--Bernoulli dynamic beam theory \[[@RSIF20140400C20]\]. Repulsive elastic interactions between bacterial cells were modelled by assuming that a repulsive force acts between spheres located in different bacterial rods. Because the exact nature of the elastic forces between bacterial cells is unknown, we used the generic functional form *F* = *CE*~b~(*d*/2)^2−*β*^*ε*^*β*^, where *F* is the magnitude of the repulsive force (acting along the line between the centres of the two spheres), *E*~b~ is the effective Young modulus of the bacteria, *d* is the diameter of the spheres (and hence of the bacteria), *ε* is the distance over which the two spheres overlap and the dimensionless coefficient *C* is of the order unity. The same expression was also used to represent the interaction between the cells and the solid glass surface, albeit with *E*~b~ replaced with the elastic modulus of glass *E*~g~. The choice of the exponent *β* allowed us to specify a particular contact force model. In most of our simulations, we assumed the classical Hertzian theory of contact mechanics \[[@RSIF20140400C21]\], *F* = (4/3)*E*~b~(*d*/2)^1/2^*ε*^3/2^, so that *C* = 4/3 and *β* = 3/2. We found that our results were qualitatively the same for other choices of *β* (see appendix F). It is important to note that the effective Young modulus *E*~b~ encapsulates the elastic properties of the whole bacterial cell (i.e. cell wall and cytoplasm), and is therefore different to the elastic modulus that might be measured for the cell wall only.

In addition to these repulsive forces, cells also experienced dry static frictional forces (according to Amonton\'s laws of friction, with friction coefficient 0.3); these were assumed to act between any pair of cells that were in contact. The frictional forces acted in the direction opposite to the local sliding velocity. In some simulations, we also used Stokes-like, velocity-dependent friction, as described in appendix E.

### 2.2.2.. Bacterial growth {#s2b2}

Cell growth was modelled by a linear expansion of the rod length; upon reaching twice its initial length, each rod was split into two, producing two equal-sized daughter cells. We assumed the average length of an uncompressed bacterium to be 5 µm, in agreement with our experimental data for low agarose concentrations. We included stochasticity in the growth dynamics by allowing the growth rate of individual cells to vary by ±10% around a mean doubling time of 20 min (this meant that the simulation lost synchrony in cell division after about 10 generations, as has been observed experimentally \[[@RSIF20140400C22]\]). Nutrients were not modelled explicitly (the mean growth rate was assumed to be the same for all cells).

### 2.2.3.. Interactions between bacteria and agarose {#s2b3}

The agarose was modelled implicitly in our simulations, via vertical and horizontal compression forces, and horizontal frictional forces, acting on the bacteria. These forces were calculated by assuming that a bacterial microcolony behaves as a rigid, circular punch of radius *R*, obtained from the colony area *A* as . Vertical compression of the bacteria by the agarose was represented by a force of magnitude , acting on each of the *n*~spheres~ spheres making up a bacterial rod (cf. equation (3.3)). Here, *a*~cell~ is the horizontal area of a given bacterium (which can change owing to growth or compression), *r* is its radial distance from the microcolony centre, *d* = 1.4 µm is the height of the microcolony (this is a typical cell diameter as measured in our experiments) and *E*~a~ is the Young elastic modulus of the agarose. To avoid unphysical divergence of the vertical compression force at the edges of the microcolony, we imposed a cut-off, such that if *r* \> *R* − 1 μm, .

Radial compression by the agarose was modelled by an inward radial force (*a*~cell~/*n*~spheres~)*E*~a~*d*/(2*πR*) acting on spheres that form part of bacteria located at the periphery of the microcolony. The theoretical arguments leading to these force functions are given in the Results section and in appendices A and G; in appendix C, we describe how they were modified in order to simulate pairs of colliding microcolonies.

In all our simulations, friction between the bacteria and the agarose, and between the bacteria and the glass surface, was represented by a force *F* = *kN* acting on each sphere in the direction opposite to its velocity, where *k* is the friction coefficient and *N* is the vertical compression force acting on that bacterium. We explored different functional forms for the dependence of the friction coefficient *k* on the concentration *C*~a~ of the agarose, as discussed in the Results section. In our simulations, we assumed static friction---i.e. that the frictional force does not depend on the velocity *v* of cells relative to the surface. This is different to previous works \[[@RSIF20140400C23]--[@RSIF20140400C25]\] which have assumed Stokesian-like friction proportional to the cells\' velocity. In our opinion, the static friction model is more physically realistic; however, we show in appendix E that repeating our simulations with dynamic Stokesian friction *F* = *kvN* produces almost identical results.

### 2.2.4.. Elasticity parameters {#s2b4}

The elastic modulus *E*~b~ of an *E. coli* cell in our experiments is not known (existing data vary between 0.1 and 200 MPa \[[@RSIF20140400C26]\]); in our simulations, we found that *E*~b~ = 375 kPa gave a good fit to our experimental data. The elastic modulus of glass was set to *E*~glass~ = 10 MPa (i.e. 25 times larger than that of the bacteria); this value represents a compromise between computational speed and realism of the simulation.^[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}^ We varied the elastic modulus *E*~a~ of the agarose in the range 100--800 kPa, in agreement with the experimentally explored range of agarose concentrations.

### 2.2.5.. Triggering the two- to three-dimensional transition {#s2b5}

In our growing colonies, we expect that the invasion transition happens when the 'squeezing' of the microcolony owing to radial (friction and/or compression) forces causes cells to move out of the horizontal plane, overcoming the vertical forces resulting from compression of the agarose. The translation of horizontal radial forces into vertical motion happens because of small local inhomogeneities in the surface and/or in the shape of individual bacteria as well as the Euler buckling instability in compressed rod-shaped bacteria. To reproduce this in our simulations, we introduced local inhomogeneities in the glass/agarose surfaces, represented by a sinusoidal modulation of the glass\' height with 10 nm amplitude and period 1 µm along both horizontal axes (*x* and *y*).

### 2.2.6.. Dynamics {#s2b6}

The dynamics of the system was modelled by solving Newton\'s equation of motion for the spheres, with the only source of damping coming from the frictional forces. We used a simple Euler method to integrate the system of differential equations for the position and velocity of each sphere with a fixed time step d*t* = 2*^−^*^18^ to 2*^−^*^16^ h.

### 2.2.7.. Detecting the two- to three-dimensional transition {#s2b7}

In our simulations, the two- to three-dimensional transition happens very rapidly and can be detected accurately by measuring the vertical distance of the surface of each of the spheres in each bacterium from the glass surface (defined as the smallest distance between the surface of the sphere and the glass surface). The transition was defined to be the moment at which this distance was more than (1/2)*d* = 0.7 μm for any sphere.

3.. Results {#s3}
===========

3.1.. Experimental observations {#s3a}
-------------------------------

### 3.1.1.. Bacterial microcolonies undergo a sharp 'invasion' transition from two- to three-dimensional growth {#s3a1}

Tracking the microcolony area as a function of time in our experiments reveals that the colony grows exponentially throughout our experiments (suggesting that there is no nutrient limitation), but with a discontinuity in the area growth rate ([figure 2](#RSIF20140400F2){ref-type="fig"}*e*) which occurs after 80--90 min of growth for an agarose concentration of 3%. Confocal microscopy images ([figure 2](#RSIF20140400F2){ref-type="fig"}*a*,*b*) show that this discontinuity corresponds to the formation of a second layer of bacterial cells, i.e. the transition from two- to three-dimensional growth. In our experimental conditions, colonies grow at a constant rate independent of the agar concentration ([figure 2](#RSIF20140400F2){ref-type="fig"}*f*).

### 3.1.2.. Invasion of the agarose first occurs near the microcolony centre {#s3a2}

The microcolonies in our experiments are roughly circular-symmetric; the eccentricity at the onset of invasion is shown in [figure 2](#RSIF20140400F2){ref-type="fig"}*f* (note that eccentricity is defined as *e* = (1 − *a*^2^/*b*^2^)^0.5^, where *a*,*b* are the minor, major axes of the ellipse, and values around 0.5 correspond to ellipses which are still very circular). We observe that invasion of the agarose by the bacteria consistently starts close to the centre of the microcolony. Using confocal microscopy, we were able to pinpoint the position **x**~inv~ within the microcolony where the first bacterium escapes from the two-dimensional microcolony to form a second vertical layer. In order to compare microcolonies of different sizes, we define the dimensionless distancewhere **x**~C~ is the centre of mass of the microcolony and *A* is its area. Thus, *d*~inv~ = 0 if invasion happens at the centre of the microcolony, and *d*~inv~ = 1 if it happens at the very edge of the microcolony. Our results show that invasion always occurs near the centre of the microcolony, with *d*~inv~ ≈ 0.2 ([figure 3](#RSIF20140400F3){ref-type="fig"}*a*), over a wide range of agarose concentrations. Figure 3.Simulations using only mechanical forces are able to match experimental observations. (*a*) The dimensionless distance of invasion from the centre of the colony. The circles show experimental data; markers connected by lines show simulation results where friction is given by equation (3.5) for *α* = 0.4 (dashed line) and *α* = 1 (solid line), with the friction coefficient from equation (3.8). (*b*) The area of the colony at which invasion first takes place. Data markers are the same as in (*a*). The vertical line marks the agarose concentration *C*~a~ = 2.55% which corresponds to the assumed elastic modulus of the bacteria *E*~b~ = 375 kPa. Note that this also coincides with *C*~a~ = 2.5% at which we observe a peak in the colony size at invasion in our experiments. (*c*) The density of the bacteria in the colony shows no dependence on the radial position. (*d*) The mean density of bacteria in the colony increases with agarose concentration. Images correspond to colonies at agarose concentrations of 1.5% (left) and 3.5% (right). The number of colonies analysed for (*a,b*) is between nine and 24 for each agarose concentration, whereas for (*c,d*) between six and 15 colonies are analysed for each agarose concentration. There are typically 250 bacteria in the colonies at 1.5% when invasion occurs (approx. eight generations) whereas for 3% there are typically 500 bacteria (approx. nine generations). Simulation results presented in all panels have been averaged over 50 independent runs, and error bars represent standard errors of the mean. (Online version in colour.)

### 3.1.3.. Invasion does not require secreted factors {#s3a3}

The fact that invasion occurs near the colony centre might suggest that it is triggered by biochemical factors secreted by the cells, which might affect their mechanical behaviour (for example secreted factors can affect motility in *Legionella pneumophila* \[[@RSIF20140400C27]\] and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* \[[@RSIF20140400C28]\]), or the physical structure of the agarose \[[@RSIF20140400C29]\]. Such factors would be expected to be present at the highest concentration, and for the longest time, near the microcolony centre. To test this hypothesis, we tracked the invasion transition in *colliding microcolonies*---i.e. microcolonies that originate from closely spaced cells and collide as they expand in two dimension. In these experiments, we would still expect accumulation of secreted factors near the centres of the original individual microcolonies. Importantly, however, we observed that invasion of the agarose often occurred at the contact point between colliding colonies, rather than at their original centres ([figure 4](#RSIF20140400F4){ref-type="fig"}*a*). This suggests that secreted biochemical factors are unlikely to be playing an important role in the invasion transition. Figure 4.Invasion does not require chemical factors. (*a*) Colonies that collide as they grow are shown at three different times (as labelled min.s), and at two focal planes separated by 2.1 µm. At the time of the first image, some initially separated colonies have already collided, but bacterial escape has not yet occurred anywhere. As the collision proceeds, the second layer of cells begins to form at a point denoted by the yellow circle. Invasion thus occurs in the area previously not occupied by bacteria. This implies that invasion is not triggered by chemical cues, because chemical factors secreted by the bacteria could not have accumulated at the collision site. (*b,c*) Simulations of pairs of colliding colonies. Colonies were seeded from pairs of cells initially located (*b*) 10 µm and (*c*) 30 µm apart, and simulations were run until the moment of the invasion transition. The figures show overlays of the results of 50 simulations; the positions of the bacteria at the moment of invasion are shown as green rods, whereas the position at which the invasion transition happens is shown by the red dots. Invasion often (but not always) occurs close to the point where the colonies collide (0,0), rather than at the original centres of the two microcolonies.

### 3.1.4.. The invasion transition shows a complex dependence on agarose concentration {#s3a4}

To probe the mechanical forces acting within the microcolonies and their role in the invasion transition, we manipulated the elasticity of the agarose by varying its concentration. The elastic modulus of a very similar type of agarose to that used in our experiments (Sigma-Aldrich, A9539 agarose) has been experimentally determined in \[[@RSIF20140400C26]\] (see the supplementary material therein) and can be described bywhere *C*~a~ is the agarose concentration in wt% and *E*~a~ is the elastic modulus in kPa. Because our experiments were conducted for *C*~a~ = 1.5*--*4%, we expect that the elastic modulus *E*~a~ of the agarose in our experiments ranges from ≈150 to ≈700 kPa.^[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}^

Focusing first on the properties of the microcolonies prior to the invasion transition, we find that increasing the agarose concentration has no effect on the pre-invasion growth rate ([figure 2](#RSIF20140400F2){ref-type="fig"}*f*), but does increase the average density of cells within the growing colony ([figure 3](#RSIF20140400F3){ref-type="fig"}*d*). For all agarose concentrations, the cell density is rather uniform throughout the colonies ([figure 3](#RSIF20140400F3){ref-type="fig"}*c*).

Interestingly, the microcolony size at which the invasion transition happens shows a complex dependence on the agarose elasticity: for low agarose concentrations, the colony area at invasion increases approximately linearly with *C*~a~, but for higher agarose concentrations *C*~a~, the area at invasion actually *decreases* as *C*~a~ increases ([figure 3](#RSIF20140400F3){ref-type="fig"}*b*). The peak in the area at invasion occurs at an agarose concentration of *C*~a~ ≈ 2.5 wt%, corresponding to an elastic modulus *E*~a~ ≈ 360 kPa.

3.2.. Mechanical theory {#s3b}
-----------------------

Our experimental observations can be understood by considering the nature of the forces acting on the bacteria within the microcolony. We assume that these forces consist of (i) repulsive forces between the bacteria (ii) frictional forces between neighbouring bacteria, and between bacteria and the glass and agarose surfaces, and (iii) elastic forces exerted by the agarose on the bacteria owing to its compression by the microcolony as it grows. In §3.3, we show that individual-based computer simulations, including these force contributions can account for the phenomena observed in our experiments. First, however, we consider in detail the nature of the elastic and frictional forces arising from the interactions between the microcolony and the agarose, and their implications for how the microcolony area at the transition should scale with the agarose concentration.

### 3.2.1.. Forces owing to compression of the agarose {#s3b1}

As illustrated in [figure 1](#RSIF20140400F1){ref-type="fig"}, the growing microcolony compresses the agarose layer, which will therefore exert elastic forces on the bacteria. To calculate these forces, we assume that the microcolony can be treated as a rigid disc of radius *R* which is pressed into the agarose to a depth *d* ≈ 1.4 μm (this being a typical cell diameter in our experiments); this assumption is justified in appendix G. From the theory of contact mechanics \[[@RSIF20140400C21]\], the vertical compression force per unit area *f~z~*(*r*) ([figure 1](#RSIF20140400F1){ref-type="fig"}), at a distance *r* from the centre of the microcolony, isIt is important to note that equation (3.3) diverges at *r* = *R*. This divergence is avoided in our simulations by using a cut-off (see Methods). We also expect there to be a radial contribution to the compression force acting on bacteria at the edge of the microcolony ([figure 1](#RSIF20140400F1){ref-type="fig"}). In appendix A, we show that the magnitude of this force (per unit area) isThe quantities *f~z~* and *f*~r,edge~ are in units of kPa and can be thought of as normal stresses specified at the boundary of the colony.

### 3.2.2.. Forces owing to friction with the agarose {#s3b2}

We also expect frictional forces, acting in the inward radial direction, to exist between the growing microcolony and the agarose and glass surfaces ([figure 1](#RSIF20140400F1){ref-type="fig"}), with magnitude proportional to the vertical compression stress *f~z~*. Previous observations of the surface friction of polymer gels \[[@RSIF20140400C30]\] suggest that the friction force per unit area *f*~r~(*r*) can be generically expressed aswhere *α* is an exponent that depends on the chemical structure of the gel (0 \< *α* \< 1), and *k* is a dimensionless friction coefficient that we expect to depend on the concentration of the agarose (note that in the case where *k* is a constant and *α* = 1, equation (3.5) reduces to Amonton\'s first law of friction *f*~r~ = *kf~z~*, or *F* = *kN* \[[@RSIF20140400C31]\]).

In our experiments, we believe that this radial friction force plays a more important role than the radial elastic force that arises directly from compression of the agarose (i.e. ). This is because, in our experiments with isolated microcolonies, invasion of the agarose occurs very close to the microcolony centre ([figure 3](#RSIF20140400F3){ref-type="fig"}*a*). We find that this phenomenon is very well reproduced in computer simulations where the radial elastic force is much smaller than the frictional forces. By contrast, when we make the frictional forces in our simulations much smaller than the radial elastic force, we see that invasion occurs further from the centre (see appendix D and figure 6), which is incompatible with the experimental data.

### 3.2.3.. Expected consequences for the friction coefficient {#s3b3}

Building on the preceding theoretical arguments for the nature of the elastic and frictional forces, we now speculate briefly on the likely dependence of the friction coefficient *k* on the agarose concentration.

For the sake of simplicity, let us consider a one-dimensional analogue of a microcolony: a chain of *n* bacteria sandwiched between an agarose surface and a rigid substrate. We assume that the first bacterium is fixed at *x* = 0, so that as the bacteria proliferate, the chain extends along the positive semi-axis. The bacteria are compressed vertically with force per unit area , in analogy with equation (3.3) (where *L* is the length of the chain). The transition happens when the chain of bacteria 'buckles' in the vertical direction; we expect that this occurs, because small inhomogeneities translate inward horizontal forces within the chain into vertical forces. Once these become large enough to overcome the vertical compression force, the bacteria invade the agarose.

As the bacteria proliferate, the chain expands in the positive *x*-direction, and the bacteria experience frictional forces acting in the opposite direction. These forces will be transmitted along the chain, so that the maximal horizontal stress is experienced by the first bacterium in the chain (at *x* = 0). We can calculate the total horizontal force on this bacterium aswhere is the frictional force per unit area (by analogy with equation (3.5)), {*x~i~*} are the positions of the contact points between the bacteria, and *d* is the width of a bacterium.

This force is transformed into a vertical force pushing the bacteria into the agarose, by factors such as irregularities in the agarose (or glass) surface, differences in the diameters of individual bacteria or Euler buckling of individual bacteria. We represent this by supposing a vertical force component *aF~x~*~,total~, where represents the factors that transform the horizontal force into vertical force, such as irregularities in the agarose surface or bacterial diameters.

The bacterium at *x* = 0 penetrates the agarose if this vertical force component, directed into the agarose, is greater than the vertical compression force (which is directed away from the agarose). This condition, together with equation (3.6) (inserting the form of *f~z~* and integrating), leads to the following expression for the critical chain length *L* at which the transition happens:In equation (3.7), the explicit dependence on the elastic modulus of the agarose *E*~a~ has cancelled out. Thus, if we observe that the critical chain length *L* increases as the agarose concentration *C*~a~ increases, then this implies that either the factor *a* or the friction coefficient *k* must decrease as *C*~a~ increases. We expect that, in fact, *a* is either independent of *C*~a~ (if irregularities are caused by variations in the diameter of individual bacteria) or decreases with *C*~a~ (if irregularities are due to submicrometre-sized pores in the agarose surface \[[@RSIF20140400C32]\]). This therefore implies that an increase in *L* with agarose concentration must be caused by a decrease in the friction coefficient *k*.

In our experiments, microcolonies are of course two-dimensional and it is the area of the colony at the transition which is observed to increase with the agarose concentration, at least for low agarose concentrations. While it is possible to construct a similar argument for the radial frictional stress field inside a circular microcolony, it is not clear whether the translation of horizontal into vertical stress can be represented in such a simple way. Nevertheless, our arguments for the one-dimensional bacterial chain do suggest that the strong dependence of the critical microcolony area on the agarose concentration which we observe in our experiments is likely to originate from a concentration-dependence of the friction coefficient.

3.3.. Computer simulations {#s3c}
--------------------------

To demonstrate that mechanical arguments can, indeed, explain the full range of phenomena that we see in our experiments, we carried out individual-based computer simulations, in which elastic, rod-shaped bacteria grow, divide and interact mechanically with each other and with the agarose and glass surfaces. Here, we assume a Hertzian form for the contact interactions (see Methods and equation (F 1)), but similar results are obtained for other models, as shown in appendix F. The agarose is represented implicitly by position-dependent vertical and horizontal forces acting on the bacteria, as predicted by our theoretical arguments (equations (3.3)--(3.5); see Methods for details of the implementation).

Most parameters in our simulation are fixed either by our own measurements or by literature values (see Methods). We determine the two remaining parameters, the elastic modulus of the bacteria *E*~b~, and the value of the friction coefficient *k*(*C*~a~) at one specific agarose concentration, by comparing our simulations with the experimentally determined area and cell density at the transition. We choose 1.5% agarose as the reference point; this corresponds to *E*~a~ = 148 kPa \[[@RSIF20140400C26]\]. Performing simulations for many different values of *E*~b~ and *k*(*C*~a~ = 1.5%), we find that the microcolony area and cell density at the transition match those determined experimentally for 1.5 wt% agarose if we assume *E*~b~ = 375 kPa, and *k*(*C*~a~ = 1.5%) ≡ *k*~1.5%~ = 0.7 (figures [3](#RSIF20140400F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#RSIF20140400F5){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, for this choice of parameters, we find that the reduced distance from the centre at which the transition happens also matches the experimental data quite well. It is important to note that although our assumed value *E*~b~ = 375 kPa for the bacterial elastic modulus is close to that of the agarose in our experiments, this does not imply that the bacteria are significantly deformed. In fact, equation (3.3) shows that for the compression force per unit area of microcolony, *f~z~*, is much smaller than *E*~a~ everywhere in the colony, except perhaps in a narrow ring close to the colony boundary. Figure 5.Changing the dependence of the friction coefficient on the agarose concentration affects whether the simulations match the experimental data. In all figures, solid lines correspond to *α* = 1 and dashed lines to *α* = 0.4 in equation (3.5). Circles show experimental data. *a*(i--iii) Simulations with *constant friction coefficient* (*k* = 0.7). The panels show (i) the dimensionless buckling distance, which matches the experiments well. (ii) The colony area upon invasion, which does not match the experimental data. (iii) The cell density at the transition, which also matches well. *b*(i--iii) Simulations with a *friction coefficient that is inversely proportional to the agarose concentration* (*k* = 0.7 × 148/*E*~a~). The panels show (i) the dimensionless buckling distance, which again matches well. (ii) The colony area upon invasion, which matches well up to 2.5%. (iii) The cell density, which does not match the experimental data. To fully match the experimental data, we require the friction coefficient to depend on the agarose concentration as described in equation (3.8). (Online version in colour.)

The one-dimensional theory developed in §3.2.3 suggests that, in order to reproduce the non-monotonic dependence of the colony area at the transition on the agarose concentration *C*~a~, we are likely to need a friction coefficient *k* that depends on *C*~a~. Indeed, for simulations where we assume a constant value of *k*, we find that the area at the transition actually decreases slowly with *C*~a~ (see appendix B).^[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"}^

It is therefore necessary to find a functional form of *k*(*C*~a~) that can match our experimental data for all values of the agarose concentration *C*~a~---i.e. we would like to find *k*(*C*~a~) such that the colony area at the transition first increases linearly with *C*~a~, reaches a peak at about 2.5% agarose, and then decreases again for larger concentrations.

Let us first consider the behaviour for small agarose concentrations. In appendix B, we show that good agreement with our data for concentrations up to 2.5% can be obtained if we assume *k*(*C*~a~) = *k*~1.5%~ × \[148/*E*~a~(*C*~a~)\], where *E*~a~(*C*~a~) is expressed in kPa (via equation (3.2)) and *k*~1.5%~ = 0.7 is the friction coefficient at *C*~a~ = 1.5%, obtained as discussed above.

For higher agarose concentrations, the area at the transition decreases with *C*~a~. To reproduce this behaviour, we assume that the friction coefficient *k*(*C*~a~) becomes constant for agarose concentrations above *C*~a~ = 2.5%, which corresponds to *E*~a~ = 364 kPa. Thus, the dependence of the friction coefficient on the agarose concentration which allows us to reproduce our experimental data isThis functional form of the friction coefficient provides good agreement between the simulated and experimentally determined area at the transition ([figure 3](#RSIF20140400F3){ref-type="fig"}*b*). Moreover, for the same set of parameters, our simulation results also agree remarkably well with the experimental data for the distance from the centre of the colony at which invasion happens over the full range of agarose concentrations ([figure 3](#RSIF20140400F3){ref-type="fig"}*a*), and reproduce the experimental trend in the density of the bacteria as a function of agarose concentration ([figure 3](#RSIF20140400F3){ref-type="fig"}*d*)---although here the quantitative agreement is slightly less good. These results are not sensitive to the detailed form of the frictional forces: repeating our simulations for two different values of *α* (see equation (3.5)); *α* = 1 (Amonton\'s law of friction) and *α* = 0.4---the value found experimentally for agarose in contact with glass \[[@RSIF20140400C30]\], we find that both choices produce almost identical results ([figure 3](#RSIF20140400F3){ref-type="fig"}).

It is important to note that the formula (3.8) should not be taken as a quantitative prediction for the dependence of the frictional forces on the agarose concentration; rather, it indicates only the qualitative trend in the friction coefficient that is necessary to match our experimental observations. While further experiments are needed to measure the friction coefficient of a bacterial cell on an agarose surface, such a non-monotonic dependence on the agarose concentration would not be entirely unexpected, because the friction coefficient between polymer gels and macroscopic surfaces has been observed to vary significantly with applied load (increasing or decreasing, depending on the gel type and its degree of swelling), and to depend in a non-trivial way on the polymer concentration \[[@RSIF20140400C30]\]. In our experiments, mechanisms that might lead to such a dependence of the friction coefficient on the agarose concentration include changes in the water-mediated lubrication of the agarose surface with concentration, concentration-dependence of the pore size, making the agarose surface smoother at higher concentration, or compression of the bacteria, increasing their contact area with the gel/glass surface.

Using these parameters, we have also performed simulations in which two microcolonies grow close together in space, such that they collide prior to the invasion transition as in the experiments of [figure 4](#RSIF20140400F4){ref-type="fig"}*a* (see appendix C for details of how the elastic forces were implemented in this case). In these simulations, we observe that invasion often occurs at the contact point between colliding colonies, rather than at their original centres ([figure 4](#RSIF20140400F4){ref-type="fig"}*b*,*c*)---in agreement with the experimental results of [figure 4](#RSIF20140400F4){ref-type="fig"}*a*.

4.. Discussion {#s4}
==============

Bacterial microcolonies provide attractive model systems for the study of multicellular assembly processes, because their development can be tracked in the laboratory at the level of individual cells, they are easy to manipulate (both physically and genetically) and, at least for *E. coli*, relatively few factors are at play. As well as mimicking eukaryotic assembly processes such as the development of animal organs or tumour growth, bacterial communities provide an important test system for investigating the role of spatial structure in evolutionary processes such as the evolution of drug resistance, both in bacteria and in cancer \[[@RSIF20140400C33],[@RSIF20140400C34]\]. Understanding microcolony growth also provides direct insights into the processes at play in the early stages of bacterial biofilm formation and development.

Here, we have investigated the two- to three-dimensional transition that happens when an *E. coli* microcolony invades a soft agarose surface. This transition provides a sensitive probe of the interactions both within the microcolony and with its environment, and also mimics clinically and industrially relevant situations such as the invasion of soft tissue by bacteria growing on the surface of a medical implant or catheter, and the invasion of foodstuff by pathogenic bacteria.

Our experimental results depend in a complex way on the elasticity of the agarose; the density of cells within the microcolony increases with the agarose concentration, whereas the colony area at which the two- to three-dimensional transition happens peaks at an intermediate agarose concentration. Using phenomenological theory, we show that the compression of the agarose by the microcolony and frictional forces between the bacteria and the agarose both play key roles. Combining this theory with individual-based computer simulations, we show that mechanical interactions can explain all the observed features of colony growth, and of the two- to three-dimensional transition, observed in our experiments. The essential ingredients that we need in our simulations to reproduce the experimental data are (i) vertical and radial compression forces proportional to the elastic modulus of the agarose *E*~a~; (ii) a friction coefficient which decreases for low agarose concentrations *C*~a~ and reaches an asymptotic value at higher agarose concentrations; (iii) a mechanism by which the cell packing can increase upon compression (in our simulations, this can happen either by bending or by longitudinal or transverse compression of the cells). We do not need to include any biochemical factors to reproduce our experimental results; indeed, these appear to be ruled out to some extent by our experimental observations for colliding colonies.

Recently, individual-based computer simulations, in which rigid, rod-shaped bacteria interact via simple repulsive forces, have been successful in reproducing several features of the morphology and dynamics of bacterial communities \[[@RSIF20140400C23]--[@RSIF20140400C25],[@RSIF20140400C35]\]. Our simulations go a step further by including the elasticity of the bacterial cells and the elastic interactions between the bacteria and the surrounding agarose medium. These features turn out to be essential in explaining the key features of the two- to three-dimensional transition, suggesting that elastic forces may also play an important role in other aspects of bacterial colony morphology. Our results also highlight the key role of frictional forces, which are often treated only crudely in individual-based models, and have not, so far, been studied experimentally in any detail. Our analysis allows us to make a non-trivial qualitative prediction about the concentration-dependence of the friction coefficient between an *E. coli* bacterium and agarose and glass surfaces, which should be testable using existing optical tweezers methods.

In our analysis, we have treated the agarose as an elastic medium, neglecting plastic deformations (i.e. breakage of the agarose gel structure). Although such plastic deformations may play a role for small colonies, where the vertical compression force *f~z~*(*r*) within the microcolony can become larger than the compressive strength of agarose (<http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/content/dam/sigma-aldrich/docs/Sigma/Product_Information_Sheet/a9539pis.pdf> (approx. 100 kPa for *C*~a~ = 1%), this is not likely to be the case for colonies of size *R* \> 10 μm, for which *f~z~*(*r*) remains below the compressive strength of agarose everywhere in the colony (for example, *f~z~*(0) = 5 kPa for *C*~a~ = 1.5%).

A key unknown parameter in our simulations is *E*~b~, the effective elastic modulus of a bacterial cell. The best match between our simulations and the experimental data is obtained for *E*~b~ = 375 kPa. This is in fact in agreement with a value obtained recently in a different experiment by Tuson *et al.* \[[@RSIF20140400C26]\]. These authors measured the elastic modulus of the *E. coli* cell wall to be *E*~wall~ = 50--150 MPa. Assuming that the cell can be modelled by an empty cylinder of diameter *d* = 1.4 μm and wall thickness *h* = 4 nm, one can compute the effective Young modulus of the bacterial cell in the longitudinal direction as *E*~b~ ≈ 2*hE*~wall~/*d* = 285−860 kPa; our fitted value falls within this range. This calculation neglects turgor pressure of about 30 kPa \[[@RSIF20140400C36]\] present in live *E. coli* cells; this is justified *a posteriori*, because the computed value of *E*~b~ is much larger than 30 kPa.

While plausible, an agarose concentration-dependent friction coefficient is not the only possible explanation of the non-monotonic dependence of the area upon transition on the agarose concentration which we observe in our experiments. Another factor that could be important is adhesion of cells to the glass slide---a phenomenon that is known to create multi-nN forces in *B. thuringiensis* spores \[[@RSIF20140400C37]\]. Preliminary simulations (not shown) suggest that a constant (agarose concentration-independent) radial force contribution owing to adhesive forces could conceivably generate an increasing dependence of the transition area with the agarose concentration and a decrease of the apparent friction coefficient *k*, but only if there is no corresponding vertical component to the adhesive force; however, to test this hypothesis, detailed measurements of adhesive forces between *E. coli* cells and glass and agarose surfaces would be needed. More generally, our work highlights the urgent need for more single-cell measurements of the mechanical properties of bacteria, and the mechanical interactions between bacteria and their environment. In particular, micro-indentation atomic force microscope measurements of elastic and frictional forces between bacteria and agarose would be extremely valuable.

5.. Conclusion {#s5}
==============

Taken together, our experimental data and simulation results convincingly point to the importance of mechanics in the invasion transition of the growing bacterium colony, as opposed to hypothetical biochemical effects acting on the bacteria or on the agarose structure. In future work, we will explore in greater detail the transmission of force through the colony, which should be experimentally accessible by tracking tracer particles in the agar, as is routinely done in tracking forces generated by cellular tissues \[[@RSIF20140400C38]\]. It would also pose stringent tests on the mechanical model if it were possible to measure micromechanical parameters such as the coefficient of friction experienced by individual bacteria in the conditions of these experiments.

The transition to bulk growth in *E. coli* microcolonies is a significant limitation in microscopic studies of single-cell physiology and gene regulation as well as limiting potential designs for bacteria-based biosensors. Our results show that this transition cannot easily be prevented by changing the elasticity of the gel material. More broadly, this work suggests that invasion of a soft material, whether a foodstuff or an animal tissue, by a growing mass of cells, whether a bacterial colony or a cancer tumour, is likely to depend in a highly non-trivial way on the elastic properties of the material being invaded.

The colony growth observed in this study embodies some aspects of biofilm growth, and maybe also other cell growth situations (e.g. colonization of plant or animal tissue). While here confinement was provided in a controlled manner, in other situations of cell growth, it can be more spatially complex, or can be an emergent property of the cell assembly itself. A next step of work, with specific challenges and questions, will be to perform experiments with different strains or species, possibly biofilm forming, to include explicit polysaccharide production and other structural features.

We thank J. Cholewa-Waclaw for many useful discussions regarding embryonic development and cell differentiation, M. Cosentino Lagomarsino and M. Osella for suggesting this problem, A. Javer for practical help, D. P. Lloyd and M. Warren for sharing with us and discussing the results of their related experiments.

In reality, *E*~glass~ is 10^3^--10^5^ times larger than *E*~b~, but this would require impractically small time steps in the numerical algorithm. Setting *E*~glass~ = 10 MPa as in our simulations prevents bacteria from invading the glass slide and we therefore consider this value large enough to capture the essential physics of the interaction.

The exact relationship between *E*~a~ and *C*~a~ can depend on the agarose type, preparation method, etc. The agarose used in our experiment was very similar to that of in \[[@RSIF20140400C26]\] and, hence, we expect that equation (3.2) holds to a good approximation.

The fact that the area at the transition decreases with *C*~a~ in this case, rather than being constant, is probably caused by a more complicated distribution of the forces in the two-dimensional colony when compared with the one-dimensional case, and by the compression and bending of cells.
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Here, we show that the radial compression force acting on bacteria at the edge of the microcolony is approximately *E*~a~*d*/(2π*R*). As in the main text, we model the microcolony as a rigid disc, pressed vertically into the agarose. The energy required in this process is, according to equation (3.3),Let us now imagine, that, instead of pressing the disc of constant radius into the agarose, we first press an infinitesimally thin cylinder to depth *d* and then expand it from radius zero to radius *R*. The energy required for this process iswhere *f*~r,edge~ is the radial compression force per unit area, acting at the boundary and opposing the expansion. By equating (A 1) and (A 2) and differentiating with respect to *R*, we obtain that *f*~r,edge~(*R*) = *E*~a~*d*/(2π*R*).

Here, we show that if we assume either a constant friction coefficient *k*, or a friction coefficient that decreases with the agarose elastic modulus as *k* ∼ 1/*E*~a~, then our simulations do not reproduce our experimental data. In [figure 5](#RSIF20140400F5){ref-type="fig"}*a*, we present results of our simulations for *k* = const = 0.7, with the other simulation parameters chosen, so that the microcolony area upon invasion agrees with the experimental result for 1.5% agarose. Although both the dimensionless distance of the buckling point from the centre and the cell density at the transition agree well with the data, the microcolony area at the transition decays monotonically with increasing agarose concentration, failing to reproduce the peak seen in the experiments. The situation is slightly better for *k* = 0.7 × 148 kPa/*E*~a~, [figure 5](#RSIF20140400F5){ref-type="fig"}*b*, for which the area at the transition matches the experimental data up to the peak, but deviates from it for more than 2.5% agarose. These results clearly show that the form of equation (3.8), in which the friction coefficient initially decreases with increasing agarose concentration, and then plateaus for larger agarose concentrations, is needed to reproduce our experimental results.

In [figure 4](#RSIF20140400F4){ref-type="fig"}*b*,*c*, we show the simulation of the growth of two colonies starting from individual cells that are initially separated by a distance of 10 µm (*b*) or 30 µm (*c*) using the same method described in the main text, with the only modification being the calculation of the vertical and radial compression forces. Instead of approximating the colony by a rigid disc with radius *R*, we use two discs of radii *R*~1~ and *R*~2~, centred at the initial positions of the two founder cells and having same areas as the two growing colonies. A bacterium is assumed to belong to disc 1 if its distance from the centre of disc 1 is smaller than from disc 2, and vice versa, and the area of the part of the colony that belongs to each disc is used to calculate the corresponding radius *R*~1~ or *R*~2~. Each bacterium experiences vertical compression given by equation (3.3), with *R* replaced either by *R*~1~ or *R*~2~, depending on whether the bacterium is closer to the centre of disc 1 or 2. The radial compression force acting on the boundary of each subcolony is calculated accordingly (i.e. using equation (3.4) but for two colonies). This force does not act on the bacteria that have already collided.

In the main text, we hypothesized that the radial frictional forces *f*~r~(*r*) dominate the inward radial compression forces *f*~r,edge~ in our microcolonies. To test this hypothesis, we performed simulations for the case where the inward radial compression force was larger than the radial frictional forces, by using a smaller friction coefficient *k* = 0.1, and a larger radial compression *f*~r,edge~ (increased by a factor of 10 compared with our standard simulations). With this parameter set, the radial compression force was almost two orders of magnitude stronger than the friction force measured at the colony centre. [Figure 6](#RSIF20140400F6){ref-type="fig"}*a*--*c* shows that, in this case, the dimensionless distance of invasion becomes almost twice as large as it is in the experiments. This suggests that radial compression does not dominate in our system. Note that here we used an *E*~b~ = 750 kPa, different from elsewhere, to fix the area at *C*~a~ = 1.5%. Figure 6.(*a*--*c*) Our experimental data are not reproduced by simulations in which boundary-induced compression of the colony by the agarose dominates over friction. The circles show our experimental data, whereas the solid lines show the results of computer simulations in which radial compression caused by the agarose acting on peripheral cells dominates friction from the substrate. Apart from the density of the bacteria at the transition (*c*), which agrees with the experimental data for *E*~b~ = 750 kPa, neither the area upon invasion (*b*) nor the reduced distance (*a*) can reproduce the corresponding data. This suggests that in our experiments, radial compression due to the agarose is less important than radial friction. (*d*--*f*) 'Stokesian' friction proportional to velocity leads to similar results as velocity-independent friction. The microcolony area upon invasion (*e*), reduced distance (*d*) and cell density upon invasion (*f*) are shown for constant *κ* (solid line) and *κ* depending on *C*~a~ as in equation (E 1) (dashed line). The circles show our experimental data. (Online version in colour.)

We have also carried out simulations in which we assumed the friction coefficient to be proportional to the cells\' velocity along the agar surface, *k* = *κv*, with proportionality coefficient *κ*. In these simulations, we either assumed that *κ* was constant, or that it depended non-monotonically on the agarose concentration *C*~a~ in the same way as for the static friction coefficient *k* in our previous simulations (i.e. via an equation similar to equation (3.8)):where *κ*~1.5%~ = 0.05 was chosen to fix the area and distance upon transition at *C*~a~ = 1.5% to experimentally determined values. [Figure 6](#RSIF20140400F6){ref-type="fig"}*d*--*f* shows that all three quantities that we are interested in (dimensionless distance of the transition point from the microcolony centre, microcolony area upon invasion and cell density at the transition) behave in a similar way as in our simulations with velocity-independent friction (compare with figures [3](#RSIF20140400F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#RSIF20140400F5){ref-type="fig"}). The agreement with the experimental data is, however, slightly poorer than for the static friction.

In the simulations presented in the main text (e.g. [figure 3](#RSIF20140400F3){ref-type="fig"}), we have assumed that bacterial cells interact via a Hertzian-like repulsive forcewhere *r* = 0.7 μm is the radius of the spheres that make up our bacterial rods, *ν* is the Poisson ratio (not known, but assumed here to be *ν* ≈ 0) and *ε* is the overlap distance, equal to the diameter *d* minus the minimal distance between the centres of the two interacting spherical segments of the bacteria. Equation (F 1) assumes that the interacting segments behave as solid, elastic spheres with Young modulus *E*~b~.

We also carried out simulations of growing bacteria colonies for two force--field models other than the Hertzian model:for *β* = 1 and *β* = 2. [Figure 7](#RSIF20140400F7){ref-type="fig"} shows that our results for *β* = 1 deviate slightly from the experimental data, but those for *β* = 2 reproduce our data almost as well as the Hertzian model. In both cases, to optimize the agreement with the data, we need to adjust slightly the elastic modulus *E*~b~ and the friction coefficient: (*E*~b~, *k*~1.5%~) = (200 kPa, 0.5) for *β* = 1, and (*E*~b~, *k*~1.5%~) = (600 kPa, 0.7) for *β* = 2. The reasonable agreement of both models with the data indicates that the actual relationship between the force and displacement does not affect our results very much, as long as *F* grows superlinearly with *ε*. Figure 7.(*a*) Plots of the reduced distance of the position of invasion from the colony centre, (*b*) the microcolony area at the transition (*c*) and cell density at the invasion transition, for three different forms of the repulsion force: Hertzian (equation (F 1), solid line) with *E*~b~ = 375 kPa; equation (F 2) with *β* = 1, *E*~b~ = 200 kPa, *k*~1.5%~ = 0.7 (dashed line) and *β* = 2, *E*~b~ = 600 kPa, *k*~1.5%~ = 0.7 (dotted line). Unconnected markers are the experimental data. (Online version in colour.)

One may wonder however if this generic form is a good approximation for the interaction forces between bacterial cells, which are thin shells filled with cytoplasm, rather than homogeneous elastic bodies. The contact mechanics of elastic, empty shells has been extensively studied and various forms for *F*(*ε*) for interactions between spherical shells have been proposed \[[@RSIF20140400C39]--[@RSIF20140400C41]\]. Assuming the radius and thickness of the shell to be *r* and *h*, respectively, and the elastic modulus of the wall to be *E*~w~, theoretical models \[[@RSIF20140400C39],[@RSIF20140400C40]\] suggest *F* ∝ *E*~w~(*h*/*r*)*ε*^2^ for small deformations (*ε* \< *h*)). For large deformations, involving 'buckling' of the contact disc between two interacting surfaces for , in \[[@RSIF20140400C39],[@RSIF20140400C40]\] give *F* ∝ *E*~w~(*h*^5/2^/*r*)*ε*^1/2^. However, numerical simulations and experiments \[[@RSIF20140400C39],[@RSIF20140400C42]\] generally favour the linear, or weakly superlinear form, *F* ∝ *ε*^*β*^ with , similar to the theoretical prediction for interacting cylinders without adhesion (see, e.g. fig. 3 from \[[@RSIF20140400C43]\]). For cylindrical shells, simulations for empty cylinders which include adhesion \[[@RSIF20140400C43]\] indicate superlinear behaviour in *ε*. Moreover, all these models deal with hollow objects, whereas a cytoplasm-filled *E. coli* cell has an internal turgor pressure of at least 30 kPa \[[@RSIF20140400C36]\] which may affect its stiffness. Because detailed modelling of the bacterial cell wall is beyond the scope of this paper, and (as shown above) the exact form of the force does not strongly affect our results, we leave this problem for future investigation.

In our theory and simulations, we have computed the forces resulting from compression of the agarose by assuming that the microcolony behaves as a flat, rigid cylinder pressed into the agarose. This assumption leads to equation (3.3). To test this assumption, we here examine how the vertical compression force changes if, instead of assuming a flat punch, we allow the surface of the punch to be patterned as to resemble the non-uniform surface of the colony, i.e. the contours of individual bacterial cells. A particularly important question here is whether the agarose is expected to penetrate into the gaps between the bacterial cells. We consider a circular, axially symmetric punch of radius *R* whose surface height varies with the radial coordinate *r* asso that (assuming all distances are measured in µm) when the maximal height *h* = 1 μm, the surface is covered with half-ellipsoidal wrinkles of approximately 1 µm size ([figure 8](#RSIF20140400F8){ref-type="fig"}). Assuming cylindrical symmetry, the displacement field ***u*** = (*u~r~*(*r*, *z*), *u~z~*(*r*, *z*)) of the agarose obeys the following equilibrium equation, which can be derived from the corresponding equation in Cartesian coordinates given in references \[[@RSIF20140400C21],[@RSIF20140400C44]\]:andwhere *a* = (1 − 2*ν*)/(2 − 2*ν*), *b* = 1/(2 − 2*ν*) and *ν* is the Poisson ratio of agarose (we take for the sake of simplicity *ν* = 0 so that *a* = *b* = 1/2). We assume the colony is small compared with the agarose slab (radius *r*~max~ height *z*~max~), so that the displacements are zero at the boundary of our domain: ***u***(*r*, *z*~max~) = ***u***(*r*~max~, *z*) = **0**. Cylindrical symmetry implies that ∂~*r*~*u*~*z*~(0, *z*) = 0 and *u~r~*(0, *z*) = 0. The punch cannot be penetrated by the elastic medium, so thatWe further assume infinite friction between the punch and the medium, so that *∂~r~u~r~*(*r*, 0) = 0 (we have checked that the case of zero friction leads to similar results). Figure 8.Bacterial colony modelled as a rigid punch indenting an elastic medium. (*a,b*) Distortion of the elastic medium (agarose) caused by the patterned punch (*a*) and the flat punch (*b*). The agarose does not penetrate the gaps between the grooves. (*c*) Total force exerted on the punch by the elastic medium for the two cases, as a function of the punch radius *R*. The patterning has little effect on the force. *h* is the height of the punch and *E* is the Young modulus of the elastic medium. All results were obtained numerically as described in the text. (Online version in colour.)

As a convenient measure, we compute how the total forceexerted on the punch by the elastic medium changes with the radius *R* of the punch.

We have solved equations (G 2) and (G 3) numerically, on a mesh with variable mesh size (the mesh size was chosen to be finer close to the colony where displacements were largest; the larger mesh size close to the boundaries allowed us to use a large domain *r*~max~, *z*~max~, avoiding boundary effects). [Figure 8](#RSIF20140400F8){ref-type="fig"}, left, shows the displacement field ***u*** of the agarose for a punch of height *h* = 1 μm and radius *R* = 6.5 μm, for the patterned punch (top) and a flat punch (bottom). Even though this punch radius is relatively small, implying large elastic forces, the agarose does not penetrate into the gaps between the bacterial cells for the patterned punch. [Figure 8](#RSIF20140400F8){ref-type="fig"}, right, further confirms this: in both cases the total force *F* varies linearly with the radius *R* of the punch, with almost identical slope. We also checked (results not shown) that the compression force from equation (3.3) for the flat punch provides a good approximation for the force exerted on each of the 'cells' of the patterned punch. Taken together, these results suggest that our assumption of a flat punch is indeed appropriate as a model for the bacterial colony.
